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This invention relates to a method and appar 
ratus for drilling bore holes, and particularly to 
the drilling of drill holes to a predetermined 
gauge and also to the drilling of bore holes to 
traverse a predetermined course in the earth. 
In the drilling of bore holes by the rotary 

method so as to traverse a straight vertical path, 
it has been previously suggested that the drill 
pipe be advanced together with an accompanying 
straight guide casing in which the drill tube is 
supported for rotation. 

It has also been suggested that in drilling 
deviated bore holes the drill pipe be guided in a 
casing which has been previously bent to the 
curve which the drill tube is to traverse in drille 
ing the bore hole. 

This invention is an improvement in Such 
methods and in such apparatus. 
In such drilling procedure, in common with 

normal drilling inside of uncased holes where no 
guide casing is employed, it has been found de 
sirable to limit the load on the drill pipe. The 
static weight of the drill pipe is frequently too 
great a load on the drill. The result is a bending 
and severe whipping and even corkScrewing of 
the drill pipe. Such bending, whipping, and 
corkscrewing cause the drilling of a bore which 
is not true to gauge and in which large caves are 
created and also cause the bore hole to deviate in 
the wall of the bore. This whipping and cork 
screwing also cause such reversals of the stress 
that a material shortening of the effective life 
of the pipe results. 

In drilling in cased holes with advancing cas 
ing, the load which may be imposed on the drill 
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is likewise limited, due to the large slenderness 
ratio of the column of drill pipe. It bends under 
load, whips, and corkscrews in the casing, caus 
ing similar damage to the casing and drill pipe 
and deviation of the bore hole. 

It has therefore been the practice in drilling 
to limit the load on the drill by supporting the 
weight of the drill pipe so that the drill pipe 
above the drill collar is in tension and only the 
weight of the drill collar is imposed on the drill. 
The use of drill collars for imparting weight 

to the drill and to give rigidity to the Section of 
the drill string above the drill has imposed. Cer 
tain serious limitations. Such drill collars are 
substantially of the external diameter of the drill 
pipe, but in order to have great weight and be 
more rigid than the drill pipe, they are of much 
smaller internal diameter. This imposes a Serious 
back pressure on the circulating drilling fluid 
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and reduces the velocity of the drilling fluid 55 

2 
through the jets of the drill at equal mud pump 
preSSure. . . " 

Additionally, the abrupt change in tube wall 
thickness, particularly at the point where the 
stress changes from tension in the drill pipe to 
compression in the drill collar, is a point of weak 
neSS, and since under modern drilling controls it 
is impossible for the driller to localize and main 
tain invariant the point where this stress changes 
in phase from tension to compression, failure oc 
curs at the juncture between the drill tube and 
the drill collar. This also cause variations in 
stress throughout the entire drill stem. 

Additionally, in drilling with an advancing cas 
ing one of the difficulties is to maintain the re 
lationship between the end of the casing and the 
drill such that the drill does not advance too far 
ahead of the casing to be properly guided thereby. 
... I have developed a method and apparatus for 
drilling which overcome these difficulties. 
In my method of drilling, employing the appa 

ratus of my invention, I load the drill which is, 
as conventional, attached to the end of the drill 
pipe, not by the drill pipe, but by guide casing, 
whose advance is controlled independently of the 
advance of the drill string, so that the drill is 
advanced by the load of the casing against a re 
Straining force on the drill pipe imposed at or 
near the other end of the drill pipe which tends 
to hold the drill pipe back. The load imposed 
on the drill by the casing is held sufficiently 
greater than the restraining force by the inde 
pendently controlled casing advancing means to 
advance the drill at the desired rate. 
The drill stem from the surface of the ground 

to the point of application of the casing load is 
maintained in tension. This casing load is ap 
plied immediately above the drill so that drill 
collars are not needed, or if needed are not relied 
upon to load the drill. 

For this reason the point of application of 
Weight on the drill remains constant and no 
Section of the drill stem is subjected to stresses 
which fluctuate in phase. 

Since drill collars are largely eliminated, or 
may be completely eliminated, the restriction on 
mud flow which they impose is also eliminated. 
The phenomenon of destructive forces in drill 

pipe caused by these uncontrolled vibrations re 
Sults in enormous shock loads which in turn 
greatly shorten the useful life of the drill, and in 
many cases causes a permanent deformation of 
corkscrew character in the drill pipe. 
By loading the drill pipe with casing accord 

ing to my invention, a large reduction of the 
bending forces in the pipe results, so that the 
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whip of the pipe is reduced to that negligible 
amount resulting from unbalanced centrifugal 
forces and also the corkscrewing is substantially 
eliminated. Thus shock loads which cause cork 
Screwing are eliminated and the danger of failure 
of the drill pipe-through deformation is avoided. 
Any shock loads occurring during drilling are 
transmitted not through the rotating drill pipe, 
but through the non-rotating casing. This cas 
ing is also Supported by the wall and compressible 

4. 
positioned in the openings 50a, making a sliding 
fit therein. The head 52 is recessed to receive 
the bolt 53 which holds the flexible cup washer 

10 
fluid in the annulus between the casing and the 
Wall. All of these factors aid the casing in ab 
Sorbing these loads without damage. 
These objects and advantages will be clear to 

those skilled in the art by the following descrip 
tion when taken together with the drawings, in 
Which: 

Fig. 1 is a view of the drill string according to 
my invention in position in drilling a well; 

Fig. 2 is a detail of the drill and thrust head. 
shown in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a vertical section through the thrust 
head; 

Fig. 4. is a Section taken on line 4-4 of Fig. 
2 and 

Fig. 5 is a section taken on the line 5-5 of 
Fig. 3. 
in well bore t is positioned the conventional 

conductor pipe carrying a packer seal 3 and a 
mud input. pipe. The packer may be of the de 
sign, shown more fully in my copending applica 
tion Serial No. 653,875 filed March 12, 1946, now 
abandoned, which is herewith incorporated by 
reference. 
A. casing 5 passes through the packer 3 and is : 

Supported on, a yoke 6 carrying supporting slips 
7. The yoke is advanced and retracted by piston 
rods. 8 of hydraulic jacks 9. The drill string 
composed of a conventional kelly 0 and drill 
tubing, f is rotated by a conventional rotary 
table f2 and supported by the swivel 13, block 
4 and line 5 passing over the crown black fg 

of a decrick fl and the line ?5 passing over the 
conventional hoist f8, 

Fr. place of or in addition to the conventional 
drill collars the drill tubing carries adjacent, the 
drill. 9, which carries conventional expansible 
and retractable reamers 20, the thrust head 2 f, 
carrying the pins, 22. The load of the casing 5 is 
transmitted to the pins by means of the casing 
collar 23. 
The thrust head is composed of a hollow shaft 

24 which is connected via threads 25 and tool 

15. 

20 

55. The Spring 54 is mounted between the end 
of the chamber 50 and washer 55. The casing 
carries an internal collar.56 welded thereto. The 
eollar terminates in a shoulder 57. The drill is 
connected to the shaft 24 at 58. 
With the drill string assembled and in posi 

tion, as shown in Fig. 1, but with the casing re 
tracted by the hydraulic jacks 9 so that the 
shoulder 57 is raised above the pins 5, the mud 
circulating through 4, down the tubing and 

- through, the jets, of the drill, exerts a pressure 
on the washers 50 to move the pins 5 outward 
against the spring 54. The casing is then lowered 
so that the shoulder 57 engages the head 52, as 
shown in Fig. 2. The weight of the casing is 
thus imposed on the pins 5?. The mud is also 
circulated through line 4 down the annulus be 
tween the casing and bore wall and joins the 
mud descending through the drill pipe ff, ren 
turning up between the casing and drill pipe to 

40 

joint 26 to the drill tubing it. This coastruction 
permits of the tension loading of the drill pipe 
and is a secure connection. under such tension. 
The collar 23, formed with lugs. 28a, has a.shaul 
del 39, which is mounted on shoulder 40 of the 
shaft 24 by means of bearings. 4f. 
The collar 28 is spaced from the shaft, 24 and a 

the space is sealed at the top by means of packers 
30 retained in packer ring 29. A bearing 33 is 
retained in packer ring 29 by means of shoulders 
3- and by shoulder 32 on collar. 28. A further 
sea is provided by packer 34 retained by shoul 
der 33 and ring 35. Sealing is further provided 
by packer 36 retained by shoulder 3 and ring 
38. A further bearing 44 is retained on ring 42 
by means of shoulder 43 and end, shoulder 45 of 
packer ring 46 in which is positioned the packer 
47 retained by ring 48. 
The shaft 24 carries ports 27 which are in 

registry with the chamber 50 and recesses 50a in 
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the collar 28 and lugs. 28d. Pins. 54, whose axes 
are at 90° to the axis of the shaft 24, are slidably 75 

discharge through line ffa to the mud pit. 
The load imposed by the casing is regulated 

by the load imposed by the hydraulic jacks which 
can cause the advance of the casing and may be 
controlled independently of the advance of the 
drill string. Thus, more or less of the static 
weight of the casing is imposed on the pins by 
the jacks. If the jacks impose an upward thrust 
on the yoke, some of the static load is taken up 
by this upward thrust or if the jacks impose a 
downward thrust on the yoke, this additional 
load is added to the weight of the casing. 

Part or all of the Weight of the drill pipe may 
be taken up by the tension on line 5. The net 
static load on the drill is thus the difference be 
tween the weight of the drill pipe and the ten 
sion in pounds on the line 5, i. e., the load on 
the hook. In drilling ahead, this load is less than 
the static load by the amount of this pull which 
acts as a retarding force or upward thrust on 
the casing. 

It is thus possible to determine the load con 
ditions on the drill during drifting when the drill 
is loaded by the casing and the drif pipe. 
In order to minimize friction, drilling fluid is 

circulated through ingut line A and down the 
annulus between the casing and the bore hole 
and circulated together with the mud passed 
through the drill pipe, back up inside the casing. 
This not only reduces the friction between the 
casing and the bore hole to a negligibie degree, 
but also has the additional advantages set forth 
in the co-pending application, Seria; No. 653,875. 
With the required Road inpgsed by the casing 

on the thrust head, the drill pipe and drill are 
rotated in the bearings. A restraining force is 
imposed by the line. 5 in amourt greater than 
the static weight of the drill string above the 
thrust collar, so that the drill pipe: above the 
thrust collar is throughout its length entirely 
interision. The entire compression load, on the 
thirtist collar and drill is the load imposed by the 
casing. The drill pipe is thus pulled into the 
bore against the Restraining force of the line, 
This restraining force, is less thala. the static 
Weight of the casing and drill pipe, ignoring fric 
tion which may be: negligible in view of the lubri 
cating effect of the mud and the enlargement of 
the bore caused by the reamer 20, as shown in 
Fig. 1. This difference constitutes the load on 
the bit. - 
With the drill pipe entirely intension the drin 
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pipe is not under any fieXure load and rotates 
with Substantially no whip or winding up. 

Unlike conventional driling operations, the 
load on the bit is a steady load. The driii pipe 
does not junap up and down in the hole as it does 
in present practice. The load on the bit is 
localized and remains Stationary at the lugs 
So that no change in load phase froin tension to 
compression Occurs at any joint or plane in the 
drill assembly. 
Since the load on tha dirill is an external load 

and not due to any weight is nosed by citill 
collars or the drill tubing, the restriction inposed 
by the restricted bore of the drill colais is 
avoided and the back pressura on the circulat 
ing mud is reduced. 
When the drill tubing is supported on a line 

i5, the load on the line ray ice ineasured by a 
conventional tensiometer in the line. Instead 
of Supporting the drill tubing on a lire, it may 
be supported and moved by Ine2ins of hydraulic 
cylindel's aS described in ny co-pending appli 
cation identified above. 
While I have described this invention as ap. 

plied to drilling of a vertical bore, it is also ap 
plicable to the drilling of horizontal bores Ol' 
deviated bores by the ciriling piocedures de 
Scribed in Iny co-pending application Serial No. 
640,719, fied January 2, 1946, now abandoned, 
Ol' by the process and apparatus of the co-pend 
ing applications of Carth L. You ng, Serial No. 
629,543, filed Noyenber 9, 1945, how abandoned, 
and Serial No. 619,749, filed October 2, 1945, now 
Patent No. 2,565,94 issued August 28, 1951. 

In the previous discussion, I have described 
the 2pplication of y 20thod and apparatus as 
applied to the preferred enbodiment wherein the 
drill pipe is entirely in tension and Sabstantially 
the entire compressive load is that resulting from 
the loading of the pins 5 oy the casing. 
sired for any reason, the drill ray also be loaded 
by the drill pipe by redicing the alouni, of ten 
Sion. On the line 3 SO that part of the static load 
of the drill pipe is tranSiitted to the di'ill. 
While Rave described a particula, ebodi 

inent of Iny invention for the Curpose of illustra. 
tion, it should be understood tint various nodi 
fications and adaptations theireof lay be inade 
Within the Spirit of the investion as set forth 
in the appended claims. 

I clain: 
1. A method of rotary drilling, which com 

priseS rotating and advancing a string of drill 
pipe to Which a drill is attacked at one end 
thereof in the earth to form a bore hoie, ad 
Vancing a casing in Said boite hole independently 
of and Simultaneously With the advance of said 
string of drill pipe, transferring the weight, of 
said casing to said drill during drilling, and 
advancing and Simultaneously restraining the 
drill pipe against Said advance by a restraining 
force imposed near the other end of Said dri 
string, Whereby the load of Said casing advances 
said string of pipe against Said restraining force. 

2. A method of rotary drilling, which com 
prises rotating and advancing a string of drill 
pipe to Which a drill is attached at One end 
thereof in the earth to form a bore hole, advanc 
ing a casing in Said bore hole, independently 
of and simultaneously with the advance of said 
string of drill pipe, imposing a thrust load. On Said 
casing, transferring the thrust of Said Casing to 
said drill pipe during drilling, and advancing Said 
drill pipe and also simultaneously restraining the 
drill pipe against said advance by a restraining 
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6 
force near the other end of said drill pipe, where 
by the thrust of Said casing advances said drill 
pipe against said restraining force. 

3. A drilling device, a corprising a thrust 
collal, a Celtical Ore in Said collar, a hollow shaft 
rotatably nouinted in said central bore of said 
thrust collar, means for connecting one end of 
Said Shait to a string of drill pipe, means for con 
Inecting the other end of Said shaft to a rotary 
bore hole drill, a plurality of extensible pins in 
Said collar, the axes of Said pins being positioned 
at agout 90° to the axis of said shaft. 

4. A rotary drilling device, comprising a thrust 
Collar, a hollow shaft coaxial With said thrust 
Collar, bearings between said shaft and said 
Collar, packing between said shaft and said col 
lar, means for attaching said shaft to the drill 
pipe of a rotary earth drilling device, means for 
attaching the other end of said shaft to the drill 
of Said rotary drilling device, a port in said shaft, 
a bore in Said collar in fluid communication with 
Said port in Said shaft, a pin slidably positioned 
in Said bore, 2nd a spring mounted in said bore, 
hydraulic means for moving said pin against said 
Spring upon the imposition of fiuid pressure in 
Said shaft to move said pin in Said bore to extend 
Said pin exteriorly of said collar. 

5. In a rotary earth bore hole drilling device 
for Wells, a String of drill pipe, means at the Sur 
face of the ground for rotating and advancing 
Said String, a drill attached to the end of said 
drill pipe, a thrust collar coaxially mounted on 
Said drill pipe adjacent said drill, bearings be 
tween Said thrust collar and said drill pipe, 
pins movably positioned in bores in said thrust 
collar, means for extension of said pins outwardly 
from Said collar, a casing concentrically mounted 
With said drill pipe, and means at the surface for 
Suspending and advancing Said casing, said cas 
ing resting upon Said pins when said pins are 
extended externally of said thrust collar. 

6. In a rotary earth bore hole drilling assembly 
in combination, drill pipe, means at the surface 
of the ground for rotating and advancing said 
drill pipe, a drill mounted at the end of said drill 
pipe, a thrust collar concentrically mounted 
upon Said drill pipe adjacent said drill, bearings 
between Said thrust collar and said drill pipe, a 
bore in the Wall of said drill pipe, a plurality of 
bores in Said thrust collar in fluid communication 
With the bore in said drill pipe, pins resiliently 
mounted for movement in the bore of said thrust 
collar, a casing concentric with said drill collar, 
means at the Surface for supporting and advanc 
ing Said casing, a collar mounted upon said cas 
ing adapted to rest upon Said pins of Said thrust 
collar When Said pins are extended in said bore 
of Said thrust collar, means for extending said 
pins in Said bore of said thrust collar upon the 
imposition of fluid pressure in said drill pipe. 

JAMES MOON. 
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